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Abstract : Managing software quality requirements change management is a difficult task in the field of software engineering.
Avoiding incoming changes result in user dissatisfaction while accommodating to many requirement changes may delay
product delivery. Poor requirements management is solely considered the primary cause of the software failure. It becomes
more challenging in global software outsourcing. Addressing success factors in quality requirement change management is
desired today due to the frequent change requests from the end-users. In this research study, success factors are recognized
and scrutinized with the help of a systematic literature review (SLR). In total, 16 success factors were identified, which
significantly impacted software quality requirement change management. The findings show that Proper Requirement Change
Management, Rapid Delivery, Quality Software Product, Access to Market, Project Management, Skills and Methodologies,
Low Cost/Effort Estimation, Clear Plan and Road Map, Agile Processes, Low Labor Cost, User Satisfaction,
Communication/Close Coordination, Proper Scheduling and Time Constraints, Frequent Technological Changes, Robust Model,
Geographical distribution/Cultural differences are the key factors that influence software quality requirement change. The
recognized success factors and validated with the help of various research methods, i.e., case studies, interviews, surveys and
experiments. These factors are then scrutinized in continents, database, company size and period of time. Based on these
findings, requirement change will be implemented in a better way.
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